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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To determine the duration of the effects caused by Intermittent Static Stretching (ISS) on muscle elongation.

Background: Flexibility training is considered an essential physical quality in sport competition, injuries prevention and adapted physically activity. However, there is little information about the duration of the effects provoked by a stretching protocol on muscles-tendon unit, even if elongation exercises are very common in all physical activities. Methods: Eighteen fitness active participants aged 20-30 years were recruited for this study and casually assigned to an Experimental Group (EG) or a Control Group (CG). Participants were tested using the sit and reach test. EG used the sit and reach protocol also as experimental exercise. Test were taken for both groups at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 30, 45, 60, 60, 120 minutes, after 4, 24, 48, 72 hours and the end 7 days after the last stretching set (EG) or basal condition measurement (CG).

Results: Friedman and Dunn’s Post Hoc tests were used for statistical analysis. Results showed in EG increasing in basal R.O.M. (p< 0,001, +21%). In addition, this result is maintained for 48 hours. In the same group statistically significant decrease of gained ROM was identified at 72 hours (p<0,001, -8%) and 7 days (p<0,001, 10%) after the last ISS set. Instead, no significant differences were found in CG. Conclusion: The results of this study showed the duration of ISS stretching effects, giving the possibility to plan weekly the flexibility training during a microcycle.

INTRODUCTION

Flexibility training is considered an essential physical quality in sport competition, injuries prevention and adapted physically activity. (Alter, 2004; Anderson and Burke, 1991; Hubley et al., 1984; Hubley and Kozey, 1984). Clinicians shows as a suitable hamstring and lumbar muscles flexibility can be an efficient way to prevent and decrease the low back pain pathology caused by hypo-kinetic syndrome (Esola et al., 1996). On the other hand sport scientists (Witvrouw et al., 2003) underline the strong correlation between weak hamstring flexibility and high frequency muscles strain. Despite this evidence, scientific literature do not provide precise information regarding the weekly periodization of a stretching routine and its effects on human muscles (Barnett, 1971; Biesterfeldt, 1974). Previous researches who investigated the duration of hamstring gains after cessation of an acute stretching protocol showed different results. Some authors sustained that hamstring flexibility gains obtained with static stretching do not maintains for more than 6 minutes after the end of stretching exercise (DePino et al., 2000; Ford and McChesney, 2007). Other authors affirmed that the effect of a stretching protocol can be identify 90 minutes after that a PNF protocol was stopped (Möller et al., 1985). Finally, Voelker et al. (2007) asserted a maintenance of hamstring gains provoked by a passive-static stretching exercise until 24 hours after the end of their stretching protocol. All these works used different stretching techniques and some of them (Möller et al., 1985; Voelker et al., 2007; Madding et al., 1987; Spernoga et al., 2001; Cleary et al., 2002; Hubley et al., 1984; Henricson et al., 1984) stopped post test measures before that subject muscles returned to basal conditions.

For this reason, it is not possible to identify an objective regression moment of stretching effect and, consequently, to communicate guarantee data about flexibility gains duration. Considering that, the aim of this study was to investigate the duration of the effects provoked by Intermittent Static Stretching (ISS) (Gollin et al., 2011) on hamstring muscles over the course of 7 days.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Eighteen amateur athletes (16 male and 2 female) aged 20-30 years with training routine of 3 times per week in fitness activities were recruited for this study. All participants did not suffer or feel pain at hamstring muscles during the testing period and signed an informed consent according to the Helsinki declaration.

Experimental procedures

Participants were randomly assigned to 2 groups: the experimental group (EG) and the control group (CG). EG was formed by nine people (8 male and 1 female age 24±2 years, weight 70±9 kg, high 174±9 cm) and CG was composed by nine people (8 male and 1 female age 23±2 years, weight 68±11 kg, high 171±11 cm). During the test sessions, participants were not allowed to modify their training schedules or their diet, and it was not permitted to perform any type of stretching program in order to avoid the risk of invalidating data. Both experimental and control group were tested using the Sit and Reach Test at the same time intervals. Post test measures were established at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120 minutes, 4,24,48,72 hours and 7 days after the end of the stretching session or basal measure. All the protocol was conducted without a warm-up, to avoid uncontrolled alteration in the homeostasis of the soma. To avoid a learning effect, all participants were instructed to perform sit and reach test. Flexibility data were recorded from Monday to Saturday starting between 11:00 and 13:00 and ending between 15:00 and 17:00 to avoid physiological influences generated by circadian rhythms (Manfredini et al., 1998).

Stretching Protocol

The stretching protocol consisted in performing 12 sets of maximal hamstring elongation, keeping position for 2±1 seconds and resting 30 second between sets. Control Group performed just a basal measure without accomplishing all the stretching protocol. Both experimental and control group were tested at the same time intervals.

Instruments

A mixed metallic-wooden box (30 cm high, 50 cm wide and 51 cm deep) was used to measure trunk flexibility. This box included a 80 cm metallic rail running on its superior side, precisely in the central part. A little hand-cart with a laser distance meter Bosch (Germany) GLM 150 Professional (typical accuracy ± 1 mm, typical measuring time < 0,5 s, max 4 s, laser class 2, measure m/cm/mm, weight 0,24 kg, length 120 mm, width 66 mm, height 37 mm) roll over it. A metallic plaque is positioned at the end of the rail, to standardize measures. On the frontal side, a foothold is situated at 30 cm from the beginning of the rail. The foothold is composed by a wooden facade. A wooden triangle with the vertex facing downwards standing out from the facade central part. This triangle and the base of 17 cm makes an angle of 36°, named angle of Piok. The triangle sides create with the bases an angle of 36° (Piok's angle) used to standardize feet placing point. (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The new version of Sit and Reach Parallelepipedon with digital distance meter

Participant Positioning

The participants were seated on the ground with legs extended and feet touching the sit and reach box. An operator controlled each positioning before starting trials to avoid compensations from feet and hips. In test starting position, the hands are joined and superimposed over the head with elbows extended in body midline. The hand positioned on the rod has to be the same in all other test sessions. Subjects flexed slowly the torso forward to the maximum elongation achieved without pain. Independently from the digital distance meter sit and reach test is repeatable, (Jackson and Langoford, 1989) so it was possible to use it for this study.

Statistical analysis

“P” level was established at 0,05 and data were analyzed with non parametric statistic. Friedman’s ANOVA and Dunn’s Post Hoc tests were used for statistical analysis. Percentage difference was calculated with the following formula: Diff% = ((VAL fin. – VAL in.)/VAL In.)*100, where VAL In. = initial value and Val fin.= final values.

RESULTS

Friedman’s ANOVA showed a significant variation in muscles elongation during all test period (7 days) (p<0,001). Dunn’s Post Hoc identified in EG a significant variation (p<0,001, 19%, Figure 2) between basal conditions and the peak of R.O.M. reached after the stretching protocol. In addition, Dunn’s Post hoc underlined significant variation between basal conditions and 6 minutes after the end of stretching exercise (p<0,05, +18%, Figure 1), 9 minutes (p<0,01, +19%, Figure 2), 12 minutes (p<0,001, +19%, Figure 2), 15 minutes (p<0,001,+20%, Figure 2), 30 minutes (p<0,05, +18%, Figure 1), 45 minutes (p<0,01, + 19%, Figure 2). Significant regressive variations, were verified at 72 hours (p<0,001, -8%, Figure 2) and 7 days (p<0,001, -10%, Figure 2) after the end of stretching exercise.
Finally, Post Hoc identified a variation between 15 minutes and 7 days after stretching exercise (p<0.05 -10%). In CG Friedman’s ANOVA did not show any significance difference among recorded measures.

DISCUSSION

Data show that the Intermittent Static Stretching (ISS) technique produce great benefits on hamstring muscle flexibility, increasing R.O.M till to 21% more than basal conditions (p<0.001). In addition, this R.O.M. gain is conserved without significant variation from 6 to 45 minutes after the end of the stretching exercise. Non significant variation found 3 minutes after the end of the stretching exercise can be justified with what Willardson and Burkett (2008) and Rahimi et al. (2007) affirm about improvement in strength volume and peak. They sustain that strength peak and volume is obtained with a rest pause time between 21 and 52 minutes. Consequently, considering that during Intermittent Static Stretching muscle-tendon units were leaded at maximum discomfort point, is not still possible to observe the effect provoked by this technique 3 minutes after the end of ISS because the involved muscle-tendon units are still assimilating the stress received. Instead, CG did not show any statistically difference for every investigated time intervals. No significant variation was found in EG 45 minutes from the end of ISS exercise. However, 72 hours after the last repetition of stretching exercise a significant regressive variations, were verified at 72 hours (p<0.001 -8%) and 7 days (p<0.001 -10%) after the end of stretching exercise. Finally, Post Hoc identified a variation between 15 minutes and 7 days after stretching exercise (p<0.05 -10%).

Conclusion

A stretching schedule with Intermittent Static Stretching (ISS) produces great benefits on hamstring muscle flexibility, increasing R.O.M till to 21% more than basal conditions (p<0.001) These gains are maintained for 48 hours after the end of the stretching exercise. This information can be very useful for trainers or people who operate in sport and rehabilitation because it gives the possibility to periodize stretching and flexibility training. For this reason agonistic sport sector, prevention and recovery and quality of life can be helped from this work.
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